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@ Centrifuge. 

(S) Metiiod and apparatus for generating centrifugal forces, 

i^luding a plate rotatable about an axis, and at least one 

holding means mounted on the plate for rotation therewitfi, 

the holding means being adapted to receive an article to be 

subjected to centrifugal force and being ^*^a*able relative to 

the plate member to permit the direction of centrifugal force 

acting on the article to be changed. 
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CENTRI FUGE 

10 

This invention relates to a method and apparatus for 

chemical testing, and more specifically to a method and 

apparatus for such testing in vhich samples and/or reagents 

are manipulated by centrifugal force. 

15 Chemical testing is used in a variety of 

applications, notztbly including testing to determine blood 

chemistries, iaanunological testing for analyzing fluids and 

particularly body fluids as well as a host of other liquid 

analytical chemical techniques, including those done in 

20 pollution monitoring activities. 

Considering, for example, cbemic2a testing to 

measure blood chemistries, there are presently in use many 

chemical techniques to measure, for example, the presence 

of drugs in the blood stream,   in such testing, a sample of 

2Z blood is isolated from a patient and spun down to separate 

solid constituents such as red blood cells from the liquid 

component of the blood.   Then the fluid sample remaining 

is precisely measured, mixed with a measured quantity of 

reagent and the results of the chemical reaction 

30 determined, usually by optical means. 

While such testing techniques generally provide 

accurate results, their performance involves quite a number 

of tedious and time consuming manual steps, or the use of 

complex instrumentation in which samples and reagents are 

35 contacted with each other and the results measured. 

« 
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AS Will be appreciated by those skilled in 

described above include the manual isolation 

o£ 

5 pb 

10 nones 

of 

aut 

blood sample, placing it into a ^^^^^^^.    . . 

lid-liquia separation and then re-oval of the liquid 

transferring it fro- the centrifuge to a sample 

 vhlch is then placed in an analytical 

«ixed with the reagents.   See of tbe 

ents on the -arket today have the capability of 

M8urii>g reagents and sa-plea, but 

ipolative steps involved in 

and reagent .ust still be carried out. 

fcion of those steps involves tbe use of complex 

15 c 

3r 

4, 

20 bencsss are 

proposed to employ centrifugal force in 

_ Chemical testing as described in 0. S. Patent Hos 

,484 , 3,713,775 , 3,744,974 , 3,864,089, ^'^^^^^l' 

234 and 4,279,862.   rChe techniques as described m 

.:oregoing patents do not provide any means to 

Eorego^uu *~ rifnaal force acts, and 
airection in which the centrxf ugax tote 

re incapable of utilizing centrifugal force to 

Ixi of ^ liquid transport functions to completely 

out, fro. start to finish, the chemical — 

25 to 

employ 

It is 

a 

accordingly an object 

aethod and apparatos 

of the 

which 
the need to 

the seed for 

Instrumentation to carry out 

30 pr€J^jWe 

It is a 

a method and a: 

which Is 

operation, and involves 

object of the invention to 

for carrying out low volume 

simple and foolproof in its 

ase of low-cost instrumentation 

35 a 

It is 

1:hod and a] 

another object of the invention to provide 

pparatus for carrying out chemical 
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utilizing centrifugai force to effect iia,.,-<, 

operations in which the direction ^f.K ^^^««P°^t 

acting on th. auia. c« be ch^j.a " ' ' 

p«.o«.ixa...«„n, i.'^n^ 

embodiments of the present inTr««*.4 
present invention are shown in the 

accompanying drawings wherein: 

10 diaora»^«r     " *        ""^^ ^ elevation of a schematic 

ZlZoZ ^""^""^ ^'''''^ -^^^^^ t 

riG. 2 is a sid«-«levatlt>nal rlav B«rn»ii„ ,. 

away of tt. apparatus shown in FIG. 1 ^"""^^^ 

«r f -^"crit^d in PIGS. 1 sna 2, 

aacurina oi t,." ' iUustr.tin, th. 

PIG   5 r "'^ ^ r«=ept.cl. in PXG. 3, 

FIG. 5 is a sectional view taken aiot,« 
of FIG. 1* «Ken along the lines 5-5 

20 PIG. 6 is a plan vi», lllustratinsr a saBple 

procassoc card aaalmma i^ tt. _ . ... 
a.pi<5raa in th. practice ot this Invention, 

m FIG."!" '      " •"""■"l 'iaw taken along th. lines 7-7 

" .        ^""^^"^ °'       P'-ent invention reside in a 

method and apparatus for carrying out chemical tes^i^g 

.^^    . f ' •^P'*" <=« at high 

speaas about an aris on which there i. „ou«tea at l«st one 

sa^e processor card holding ne-nber for rotation 

30 th.r«,ith. sample ..rd holder is di-ensio«d to 

r«.l„ a «^ie processor card defining a series of 

VM under the influence of centrifugal force,   ihe bolder 

35 ttat l°^r ^ -a-^er - 

that th. direction of the centrifugal force exerted on the 

BNSD0CID <EP    ni60001 A? I > 
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sasple processor card can b^ chaagsd to control the flow of - 

liquids tberethroogb and thus effect transfer of liquids 

f roB one cixaH4>er in t&e processor card to another during 

the cbeaical testing operation. 

5 It has been found, in accordance with the concepts 

of the invention, that the sample processor card can be 

provided with a reagent which can then be mixed withr for 

exan^lsr a blood sample     means of centrifugal force. In 

the preferred embodiment of the invention, the centrifugal 

10 force releases the reagent, separates solid particulate 

matter from the fluid of the blood, measures both the 

reagent and the blood fluid, mixes them together and, 

finally, transports th«B to a chaa4>er froa which the 

product of the chemical testing can be measured, preferably 

15 optically, to determine the results of the chemical tests. 

Referring now to the drawings for a more detailed 

description of the drawings, there is shown in FIGS. 1-4 a 

schematic illustration of apparatus embodying the concepts 

of the present invention,   fflie centrifuge includes a plate 

20 member 10 which is mounted on an axis 12 for rotation about 

the axis.   The plate member 10 is preferably driven 

suitable drive means 14 which may be, for example, an 

electric motor capable of operating at high speeds. While 

plate member 10 is shown in FIG. 1 as a circular plate, it 

25 will be understood that its configuration as shown is not 

critical to the practice of the invention-   For example, it 

is equally possible to use a centrifugal arm mounted for 

Mounted on plate member 10 is at least one sampl 

30 processor card bolder 16 adapted to receive a sample 

processor card described more fully hereinafter-   As is 

shown in PIGS- 1 and 2, the card holder 16 is in 

of a tr^ and is rotatably mounted relative to the 

member 10 on an axis 18 operatively connected to means 20 

35 t:o rotate the holder 16. 
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ill   . "^^i*/^* rotation of the plate »e»ber 10 Is 

illustrated in PIG. 2 as counted, on a vertical axis^ it 

will be understood by those skilled in the art that .fche ' 

direction of the axis is not critical to the practice of the 

5 invention, and the axis, while preferably vertical, can 

also be horizontal or inclined in any direction since the 

effects of gravity on the sample processor card rotating 

with the plate member 10 is negligible. 

In the preferred practice of the invention, the 

10 holder 16 can be rotated or indexed relative to the plate 

member 10 by any suitable drive means 20.   In the preferred 

embodiment of the present invention, the holder 16 can be 

rotated or indexed 90° by the drive means 20.   As will be 

appreciated by those skilled in the art, the holder 16 can 

15 be rotatable by an anount greater than 90° up to and 

including rotatable about a full 360°.   The important 

feature is that the holder 16 adapted to receive the 

sample processor card be rotatable relative to the plate 

member 10 so that the direction of the centrifugal force 

20 acting on the sample processor card can be altered to effect 

the necessary fluid transport functions during the chemical 

testing operation. 

The preferred sample processor card holder is 

illustrated in PIG. 3 of the drawing and includes a 

25 substantially flat plate portion 17 rotatable about the 

axis 18.   The holder is provided with a plurality of 

finger-like projections 19 positioned at the periphery of 

the plate portion 17.   As will be appreciated by those 

skilled in the art, use can be made of projections 19 about 

30 the entire periphery of the plate member 17.   However, it" 

is generally preferred to employ the projections only along 

those edges in the direction in which the centrifugal force 

is exerted on the holder 16 and hence a sample processor 

card mounted on it.   Accordingly, PIG. 3 has been shown as 

35 illustrating finger-like projections 19 along only two 

r\^annr^t Ary 1 
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^aes of the plate «e-ber 17 since those edges are the 

dilection in which the centrifugal force operates in the 

preferred e-bodiieent of the indention. 

A3 Shawn in FIG. 3 of the drawing, the holder 16 

5 includes a pin 21 runted on the F^*^ "^^^ " '^^l^^ 

position the sanple processor card on the holder, as will 

Z described -ore fully hereinafter.   In additxon, the 

.e-ber-a7 includes portions 23 and 25 in the surf ace 

hereof which ^i^^::^:z^x^L^^^^^^^ 

Tf 1rgrtrre::;r.:: rwSralso ^e res^ihed .ore full. 

m« aetatls of the fInsar-lik* projwtions 19 of the 

««t preferred of the present tnv«.tlo« ar. -ho« 

IS In FIG. 4 of the ar»in„ in conjunction with a «Mel' 

p^o^Lor cara «.   *B is there shown, the 

Lrd l— i Jtoobie beveled outer edge defined by^e 

snrf«»« 22 <»a       "l^"        finger-like projection 19 

incloae- . ao»n..rdly Inclined •-face 29 i"^"*"^' 

„ reletion-^P -1th the beveled .orf»» 22 <>* f 

T„ that -«r. en c«rt:rifagal force acts on the card in the 

Srt^ton ^ the arr«. in PXO.      the incl^d 

»«tf«» 29 of the flnger-llke projection 19 exerts a 

d::n.ard force on the beveled " °/ 

25 proceasoi card 27.   In the preferred «*odi«ent of tt. 

Mention, it is «-eti«s preferred t>«^^^ "^^^ 

proces».r card not be in face -""^^^f j'^forled 

iantead. it i. soaetimes preferred that a imlxmto 

^r aw surface of the sa«.le processor card 27 to pei.it 

3. ^ffl^of air between the bctt«. of the s^e proc^^r 

w» ,^       i->>9«4- the contents of the cara 
card 27 and the plate 17 so that tne *^ ."^^^^^ 

27 can »ore quickly reach the desired     •-i**-'* "» 

'^Twlll be appreciated by those skilled in the art, 

35 any of a nu-ber of means can be used to rotate the holder 
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fcr'^rH!!''* suitable mechanism 

for that purpose LB shown in detail in PIG. 5 of tha^ 

drawing for purposes of illustration.   Thus, the holder 16 

is mounted on a shaft 18 which extends through a 

5 corresponding opening in the plate 10.   To minimize 

friction, it is generally desirable that the opening in the 

plate member 10 be equipped with ball bearings 31. The 

Shaft 18 extends through the plate member 10 and terminates 

10 holder 16.    Also mounted through another opening in the 

plate 10 is a gear motor 41 driving a pinion 43. The 

pinion 43 operatively engages a gear- 45 which forms a 

portion of a clutch assembly.   For that purpose, there is 

provided a pulley 37 mounted on a shaft 39 extending 

15 through an opening in the plate member 10.   The pulley 37 

drives a belt 35 which in turn drives the pulley 33. The 

Clutch assembly also includes a bellville or spring washer 

wLher !7?"* '^'"'"'"^        compression of the spring 

20 Thus, the motor 41, through pinion 43, drives the 

gear 45 which in turn drives the pulley 37 through the 

frictional engagement between the gear 45 and the pulley 

« .   .      ^"        embodiment illustrated, it is frequently 

25 desirable to include a mechanical atop to control the 

degree of rotation of the card holder 16.   Such mechanical 

stops are themselves conventional and form no part of the 

invention.   Alternatively, use can also be made of a 

30 card holder 16.   when use is made of such a stepping motor, 

it is unnecessary, as will be appreciated by those skilled 

in the art, to utilize a clutch mechanism as described in 

A typical sample processor card for use in the 

35 practice of the present invention is shown in FIGS. 6 and 7 

BNSDCXiriD-<FP    nifi090lA? I > 
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Of the drawing-   In their broadest form, the eanple 

processor card includes aieana to iatrodnce « sample to-be 

analysed, * of reagent and orerflow cbenber means to 

receive overflow from the sas^le Insetted into the card- 

5 thus, sample is inferodaced to the card and moved through 

chambers defined in the card by centrifugal force ao that 

excess quantities of the sanple introduced to the card flow 

into the overflow chamber.   The sai^rle and reagent can then 

be mixed each with the other by advancing both the reagent 

10 and sample through the card by seans of centrifugal force. 

Finally, the reaction product formed by the reagent and 

sample is moved to a cuvette or measuring cbeuaber so that 

the necessary .eas«r«aents on the reaction product can be 

carried out, uanally by optical means. ^     ^ , 

15 «be saa«l-« processor card shown in PIGS. 6 and 7 of 

the drawing is the preferred sample processor card e^PW^ 

in fehe practice of the present invention.   It is a molded 

plastic article formed of outer ^alls 22 and 22- whxcb, 

along with face plate 24 and bottom plate 26 define a 

20 unitary chamber.   Within the chamber are a plurality of 

partiSons defining the flow paths of the liquids during 

Saeple can be introduced to the sample processor 

card by any o* a variety of technigues. ^"^^"^^f 

25 one embodiment of the invention, the f^c.e plate 24 includes 

an opening 28 therein into which a blood sample, for 

example, ma^ be deposited in well 8. The blood well 8 

serves as a coarse measurement for the blood thus 

deposited.   Blternatively, there can be provided an opening 

30 53 into which a capillary is placed to introduce a blood 

sample into a capillary slot 34 defined by two i«^^erior 

walls 30 and 32.   In either case, blood introduced through 

the opening 28 or the opening 53 is moved through the 

capillary slot 34 by means of centrifugal force acting in 

35 the direction      shown in PIG. 6. 
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As Will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, 

the techniques involving the use of sample processor card 

27 are applicable to any liquid to be subjected to chemical 

testing.   In addition to vhole bloody use can also be made 

5 of pre-spun blood or other body fluids to be analyzed. Of 

coarse, the concepts of the present invention are equally 

applicable to other liquids which do not originate in the 

body on which chemical testing is conducted.   For ease of 

description, however, the following describes the use of 

10 the sample card 27 using whole blood as the starting 

sample^ 

In the preferred practice of the invention, the 

sample processor card also includes a reagent chamber 86 

and a diluent chamber 88 which operate, in response to 

15 centrifugal force acting in the direction      as shown in 

PIG. 6, to release reagent and diluent.    The container 

defining diluent chamber 88 and reagent chamber 86 which is 

preferably used in the present invention is an injection 

molded container which is more fully described in copending 

20 application Serial Ho. , filed concurrently 

herewith, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by 

reference.   The essentiea feature of such a container is 

that it releases the diluent and reagent in response to 

centrifugal force acting upon the card 27. 

25 Thus, in the use of the sample processor card of 

this invention, a blood sample is added to the card as 

described above, and then the card is positioned in the 

holder 16 in the centrifuge, insuring that the pin 21 for 

alignment of the sample processor card with the holder 16 

30 passes through the corresponding key opening 15 extending 

through the sample card 27. 

The card and the holder are positioned initially so 

that the blood well and reagent container are closest to 

the center of rotation of the plate member 10 to insure 

35 that the centrifugal force exerted on the sample processor 
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card 27 during the initial rotation of plate aeaber J.0 is 

exerted in the direction      as shown in PIG. 6 of the 

drawing-   Thns# after the saaple of blood ia placed in the 

blo€>d well and the plate nesber 10 rotated at high speed to 

5 develop centrifugal force, that centrifogal force serves to 

(a) release the diluent and reagent froa their respective 

chaabers 88 and 86,- and, at the saae, (b) aove the blood 

saaple inserted into the blood well 28 down the capillary 

slot 34 under the effect of the centrifugal force. 

10 Doimstreaai of the capillary slot 34 is a blood 

holding chart>er 36 which is filled with the blood sample 

deposited into the card.   Thus, the blood holding chanber 

36 operates as a gross aeasnre, selecting a predetermined 

quantity of blood sufficient to fill the chanber 50 as 

15 described hereinafter.   Any blood in excess of the quantity 

filling chaaber 36 passes through an opening 38 defined by 

a wall of the measuring chaaber 36.   Thus, the excess blood 

passes through an excess blood slot 40 to overflow chaaber 

42 located downstream of the excess blood slot 40. The 

20 presence of blood in the overflow chaatoer 42 can thus be 

used to confirm to the user that the blood sample deposited 

in the blood well was of a volume sufficient to completely 

fill the separating chaaber 50. 

In the preferred practice of the invention, it is 

25 frequently desirable to provide the apparatus with optical 

means positioned to detect the presence of blood in the 

overflow chamber 42 to thereby confira that the sample 

provided was of a sufficient volume.   For that purpose, the 

apparatus may include a source of light 44 and a detector 

30 46, one or the other being positioned above the rotating 

plate 10 and the latter being position beneath the holder 

16 in alignment with the opening 25 to detect the presence 

of blood in the overflow chamber 42. 

In the preferred embodiment of the invention, the 

35 excess blood opening 38 is larger than the restricted opening 
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*®     ,36 to insnzB that excess blood is 

rapidly discharged through the excess 
^, excess blood opening 38-and . 

into the overfloir ch«ber 42.   Any quantity of blood in 

5 !n!ir      "f" """''"^ ^'"""^^^ « «n thus 
5 spill over into an auxiliary blood overflow chandler 57 

AS centrifugal force continues to act on the blood 

xn the holding chamber 36, it is discharged into a blood 

separating chaaber 50 in which blood is subjected to 

centrifugza force to separate the aftn^q , ^ 
_ . «s*«rate cne solid particulate matter 

10 from the fluid phase, anv excess <5T,fn,«« 
^ «' any excess spilling over from the blood 

separating chamber 50 to the blood overflow chamber 42. As 

will be aT>oreei»+-o;i K„ *i ,   . "suuuct AS 

^ those skilled in the art, the blood 

thus introduced to the separating chamber 50 is in effect 

15 7^Jl7a in the direction 

X5       in FIG. 6 to separate the solid matter from the 

liquid, the solid matter being more dense than the liguid 

to thereby form a layer of solid matter at the lower 

portion of the blood separating chamber 50. 

"^^^      appreciated by those skilled in the art, 

20 the release of the diluent and reagent from their 

respective chambers 88 and 86 can occur simultaneously with 

the mov^ent by centrifugal force of the blood sample down 

the capillary slot 34.   Alternatively, it is possible, and 

sometimes desirable, to provide a multi-speed operation, a 

25 lower speed below a threshold level at which the diluent 

and reagent are released but one at which the blood is 

still displaced downwardly through the capillary slot. 

That technique permits the blood to be separated in the 

blood separating chamber 50 before the diluent and reagent 

30 are released from their respective chambers 88 and 86 

Thus, after the blood has been separated in the blood 

separating chamber 50, the speed of the centrifuge can be 

increased to effect release of the diluent and reagent. 

,c particular configuration of the 

35 diluent and reagent chambers 88 and 86 permit the reagent 
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to btt released before tbe diloent as described in the 

foregoing copending aK>lic«tio»-   ^« reagent thus passes 

into the chaatoer 51, tbroogfa the restrictsd opening 52 and 

into tbe reagent weaanring cbairt>er 54.   Oie diluentr 

5 released after tbe initial release of tbe reagent, likwrise 

passes into the cbaaber 51 and into the reagent seasoring 

cbaBd)«r 54, with any excess spilling over the baffle 5€ 

into the reagent overfloir cbsnber 58. 

AS will again be appreciated by those skilled in 

10 the art, alternatives with respect to the use of the 

reagent can be eiiployed.   For example, a solid reagent can 

be e«ployed and positioned as a pellet in reagent measuring 

chamber 54 which is activated on release of the diluent as 

the diluent flows into the reagent neasuring chamber 54. 

15 other physical forms of reagent may likewise be used, such 

as a reagent gel, which would likewise be positioned in the 

reagent measucissg chamber 54. 

-Alternatively, the solid reagent could be present as 

a coating on the walls of the reagent measuring chamber 54 

20 which is disiilved when the diluent is released and passed 

into the reagent measuring chamber 54 as described above, 

such a coating of reagent can also be applied to other 

areas of the card, notably the mixing chamber 60 and/or the 

ctrvette chamber 62, both of which are described more fully 

25 hereinafter. 

It is an important concept of the most preferred 

embodiment of the invention that the reagent measuring 

chamber 54 measures a precise, predetenained amount of 

reagent and diluent. 

3 0 once the reagent (mixed with diluent) has been 

measured in the reagent measuring chamber 54 and the blood 

separated in the blood separating chamber 50, the card is 

rotated 9Q° so that the centrifugal force is now acting 

in the direction P^^ as shown in FI<3. 6.   After rotation 

35 of the card, the centrifugal force thus displaces the 
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measured quantity of reagent (mixed with diluent) from the 

reagent measuring chamber 54 to a mixing chamber 60. At 

the same time^ the liquid constituent of the blood sample 

or a portion thereof is transferred to a sample holding 

5 chamber 61 downstream of the separating chamber 50. 

(Downstream as used in that sense is downstream in the 

direction of the centrifugal force when it is acting in the 

direction Fj^ as shown in FIG. 6.) 

The sample card is then again rotated back to the 

10 original position where the centrifugal force is acting in 

the direction FQ as shown in PIG. 6.   in that position, 

the centrifugal force causes the sample in the sample 

holding chamber 61 to be conveyed to the sample measuring 

chamber 63, with any excess sample overflowing sample 

15 measuring chamber 63 to a sample overflow chamber 65. 

Simultaneously, on rotation of the card to the 

position where the centrifugal force is acting in the 

direction FQ as shown in FIG. 6, the reagent (mixed with 

diluent) in the mixing chamber 60 is displaced in a 

20 downstream direction.   Positioned in the mixing chamber 60 

are a series, of baffles 67, 69, 71 and 73 which, along with 

the lateral wall 83 of the mixing chamber 60, define a 

series of restricted openings 75, 77, 79 and 81. The 

purpose of those restricted openings is to generate 

25 turbulence in the reagent (mixed with diluent) as it flows 

from the upper portion of the mixing chamber 60 toward the 

cuvette chamber 62, more fully described hereinafter. As 

the reagent (mixed with diluent) passes through those 

series of openings, the resulting turbulence insures that 

30 complete mixing of the diluent with the reagent will be 

achieved. 

Thus the reagent is moved under the effect of the 

centrifugal force through the restricted openings 75, 77 r 

79 and 81 into the cuvettte chamber 62,   Since the reagent, 

35 at this stage of the operation, is unmixed with the sample. 
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t;he Baiiple 'reaBaining in the sai^le seasaring chamber 63 ^ the 

operator is permitted to take an -optical readxzig o£ ±he reagent 

itself, prior to the time that it is mixed vith the sample- 

For the puirpose of determining the optical 

5 characteristics o£ the reagent mixed with the diluent 

before contact with the saxplB, use can be made of a light 

scarce 64 and a light detector 64', one being positioned 

above the card holder 16 axid the other beneath it, again 

vith an opening in the card holder 16 to permit the 

10 transmission of light from the source 64 to the detcK:tor 

64' through the cuvette chamber 62.   That is sometimes a 

desirable operation r particularly when the measuresients 

being taken on the sample are to be optical characteristics 

such as absorbance.    The reading taken on the reagent 

15 before contact with the diluent enables one to correct the 

final readings for any absorbance contributed by the raw 

reagent*   That technique can also be used to enable the 

operator to determine that the reagent was of high qualityr 

and had not been degraded through the passage of time or by 

20 contact with an adverse environment. 

After the operator has had an opportunity to monitor 

the characteristics of the reagent in the cuvette chamber 

62 r the sample processor card is again rotated 90^ so 

that the centrifugal force is again acting in the direction 

25      as shown in FIG. 6 of the drawing.   The centrifugal 

force thus causes the sampler iu the sai^le measuring 

chaBdt>er 63, to pass through a chamber 85 and into the 

mixing chamber 60 where the sample, along with the reagent 

from the cnvette chamber 62 r pass together through the 

30 series of restricted openings Sir 79, 77 and 75 into the 

upper portion of the mixing chamber 60 to effect mixing of 

the sample with the reagent.   Because of the configuration 

of the baffle separating the sample measuring chamber 63 

from the easuple overflow chamber 65, any sample in the 

35 overflow chasd:>er 65 is retained therein. 

- 14 - 
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After the sample and reagent reach the upper portion 

of the mixing chamber 60, the card is again rotated^o^ . 

BO that the centrifugal force is once again acting in the 

direction Tg.   That rotation of the card causes the 

5 sample and reagent in the upper portion of the mixing 

chamber 60 to again pass through the restricted openings 

75r 77r 79 and 81.   In other words, mixing of the sample 

with the reagent occurs by means of two passes through the 

restricted openings 75 to 81 as described.   The mixture of 

10 the sample and reagent is thus displaced under the 

centrifugal force acting in the direction FQ into the 

cuvette chamber 62.   At this stage in the procedure, 

optical readings of the reaction product of the sample and 

reagent can be taken incrementally or the final stage by 

15 means of the light source 64 and detector 64» in the manner 

described above* 

Alternatively, continuous mixing can be achieved by 

again rotating the card so that the reagent and sample 

mixture is again displaced through the restricted openings 

20 while the chemical reaction between the two is ongoing 

during the incubation period of the reaction. 

It is an important concept of the present invention 

that the centrifugal force operating on the fluids in the 

sample processor card be at a relatively high level so that 

25 the centrifugal force greatly overwhelms the fluid surface 

tension.   That insures that the meniscus of the fluids 

defines a section of a substantially circular cylinder 

about the center of the centrifuge plate.   When the sample 

processor card is rotated, the fluids pour from one chamber 

30 to another in the same way as if the chamber size and fluid 

quantities were much larger.    If the rotation were such 

that substantially lower centrifugal forces were created, 

the fluids would tend to pour in large droplets and give 

quite variable results.   It has accordingly been found that 

35 best results are usually achieved when the plate member is 
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rotated at spe«.d8 sufficient to create centrifugal forces 

of at least 500 g's. — 

It vlll be onaerstood that various changes and 

»^£ications can be made in the details of construction, 

procedure and use irithoat departing f roa the spirit of the 

in^entlofl, esi«cially as defined in the following claims. 
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1. Apparatua for generating centrifugal forces 

comprising t 

(a)   a plate member adapted to rotate about 

an axis, and 

<b) at least one holding means mounted on, the 

plate member for rotation therewith# said 

holding means being adapted to receive an 

article to be subjected to centrifugal 

force and being rotatable relative to the 

plate member 

whereby rotation of the holding means relative to the plate 

member during rotation of the plate member about said axis 

changes the direction of centrifugal force acting on said 

article^ 

2. Apparatus as defined in claim 1 which includes 

means for rotating the plate member about said axis* 

3*   Apparatus as defined in claim 1 which includes 

means to rotate the holding means relative to the plate 

member* 

4, Apparatus as defined in claim 3 wherein the 

means to rotate the holding means includes a rotatable 

shaft fixed to and carrying the holding meansr and drive 

means to rotate said shaft to turn the holding means. 

5. Apparatus as defined in claim 4 wherein the 

drive means includes motor means to drive said shaft to 

rotate said sheift. 
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6.   Apparatus as defined" In claim 5 wherein the 

drives gear means, and. the gear means drills 

7.   Apparatus as defined in claim 6 which includes 

clutch means to releasably engage the gear means f roa said 

8. J^ratns as defined in claim 1 wherein the 

holding means includes means to secure said article ' 

for rotation therewith. 

9. l^paratus for carrying out chemical testing 

centrifugal force comprising: 

(a)   a plate member adapted for rotatxon about 

(b) 
holding means mounted on said plate nember 

for rotation therewith, said holding means 

being rotatable relative to the plate 

meaber as the plate mentoer rotates about 

Bald axis and being adapted to receive 

sample processor means for carrying out 

chemical testing# 

whereby the holding means is rotated during rotation of 

plate member to change the direction of the centrifugal 

force acting on the sample processor means to effect 

testing of a sample placed in the sample processor means. 

10. Apparatus as defined in claim 9 which includes 

for rotating the plate menber about said axis. 

m 
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